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HIV Summer School 2018

The applications for the EACS HIV Summer School are now open. The course will take place from August 30 to September 3, 2018 in Montpellier, France. The application deadline is April 1, 2018.

Clinical Management of HIV Online Course

The next moderated period of the course will take place from January 8 to March 4, 2018.

More information

YING 2018

The Young Investigators Conference will take place in Brussels on April 13 -14, 2018.
It is on invitation only.

More information

Justrislide

The EACS presentations can be viewed online or downloaded for educational purposes - the site is designed as an open resource for all to use.

Register

ISHEID 2018

EACS collaborates with ISHEID to organize a joint session on Chemsex, on Wednesday, May 16, 2018 from 16:00 to 17:00.
The abstract submission deadline is extended until February 26, 2018.

More information

2nd European ChemSex Forum

The 2nd European ChemSex Forum will call for concrete actions at the local level to provide strategic resources to ChemSex responders.

Read more
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